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Introduction
A successful global software company and Greenhouse customer
had always placed high importance on having an open and inclusive
workplace for all. It was embedded into their culture and employer
brand.
While hiring and recruiting is a logical place to examine inclusive
processes and practices, this company took a unique approach to
diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I) by expanding consideration
across the entire employee lifecycle using data. By making actionable,
data-driven insights and engaging executives, the company has been
able to keep moving the needle on DE&I.
While their efforts in this arena an ongoing journey, there are some
great lessons to be learned from their approach to DE&I. In this guide,
you’ll discover details about how this software company took on the
task of implementing new initiatives into their DE&I strategy. You’ll
also learn four repeatable strategies that any company can use as they
strive to create a more diverse and inclusive environment.

Four strategies
for DE&I success
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Diving into a fresh
DE&I approach
Since the company’s formation, DE&I has always been a bottom-up
organizational value, with many of their efforts derived from local
grassroots teams. While the level of employee engagement was
strong, they needed to complement and support those efforts with
equally strong executive engagement and support. In order to engage
executives, the DE&I team knew they had to have the right data
in hand.
Therefore, they made the decision to double down on two areas for
their D&I strategy: data and executive engagement.

Data
Use data to make
informed, strategic and
nuanced decisions.

Rethink focusing on global data
Like many companies, this Greenhouse customer gathers and analyzes
global diversity metrics to understand both the current state of the
organization and where they fall relative to their peers in the industry.
While global diversity data is important, it’s not particularly specific or

Executive
engagement
Articulate a clear
and actionable set
of expectations for
leadership.

actionable. It doesn’t allow for a nuanced understanding of the issues
each team faces, and therefore does not allow for the customized
strategies necessary for sustainable change.
The company is taking a new approach to gathering and sharing data.
They’ve gone a layer deeper to collaborate with each business unit
individually, with the goal of creating awareness on team-specific
trends and customized strategies that match each department’s
unique needs, strengths, challenge areas and business priorities.

Rethink focusing solely on present
hiring trends
Many companies use hiring trends and present-state data to inform
their decisions around DE&I. This approach, however, creates a limited
view that isn’t particularly actionable since it isn’t future-oriented. This
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company embodied forward thinking with the creation of a modeling
calculator to help leadership teams see projected future states of
their teams. This tool allows leadership to envision where they’re
headed if they stay on the same trajectory, versus what the future
state could look like if they were to make a few impactful changes.

Their modeling calculator:

Current
headcount

+

Average
attrition rate

+

Total budgeted
headcount

=

Projected
future team

How does data engage executives?
In many cases, seeing the modeling calculator’s future projections
was a wake-up call for leadership. This modeling tool, combined
with close consultation with internal recruiting and DE&I leaders,
enabled data-driven conversations with leadership around what
they could do within and across their teams to move the needle.
Through this process, a deeper and broader level of awareness of
the situation emerged and, importantly, helped determine how each
of the teams can work smartly – not just diligently – to be part of the
solution.
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This executive engagement
effort was built around a
four-step process:
Step 1

Collect data
The DE&I team shared detailed data with each executive and their
respective leadership team. This data set was a reflection of the current
state of their respective workforce as well as projections of future
scenarios given past hiring, attrition rates and hiring goals. The data
was further broken down into female vs. male, geographic location and
race/ethnicity in the US only (due to record limitations).

Step 2

Partner and strategize
The DE&I team then partnered with each executive and their respective
leadership team, recruiting team and HR business partners (HRBP).
The teams could choose from a set menu of retention and recruiting
strategies, which would then be customized to match their unique
needs.

“It’s important for leadership to
imagine what’s possible in order
to activate engagement in a genuine
and meaningful way.”
Chief People Officer
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Step 3

Execute strategy
The recruiting, DE&I and HRBP teams then worked with the
business to roll out the executive commitments/strategies, following
the “I do, we do, you do” progression model of direct instruction
(I do), followed by guided instruction or practice (we do) and finally
independent practice (you do).
To ensure visibility and accountability, the commitments are rolled
up to the CEO who also sits on the DE&I executive advisory board.

Step 4

Measure results
The DE&I team measures results to identify whether their respective
strategies made improvements to the identified issues.

The executive
engagement
four-step process
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4 strategies that moved
the needle
It can be difficult for executives and their teams to start thinking
of strategies that will move the needle. The DE&I team helped out
by creating a menu of potential strategies that team could choose
from to further the executive engagement effort. Drawing from their
experiences and experiments in the arena of DE&I, let’s dive into four
strategies that you can kick off today.

1

Executive sponsorship pilot
Acknowledging the critical role that executive sponsorship plays
in the career development of many business leaders is key.
The company also takes seriously the research that shows that
underrepresented groups tend to have less access to executives
and are leaving tech faster than the rest of the population. Their
executive sponsorship pilot is intended to help build a strong and
mutually beneficial relationship that will result in new knowledge,
skills, connections, behaviors and accomplishments that align with
goals that both parties laid out at the outset.

The company also takes seriously
the research that shows that
underrepresented groups tend to have
less access to executives and are leaving
tech faster than the rest of the population.

They decided to focus their executive sponsorship pilot, which
is global in nature and spans different business units, on
underrepresented minorities (URM). While these decisions make
program design and management more complex, it was important
for them to send a clear message that executive sponsorship is for a
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wide range of employees, regardless of who they are or where they
sit within the organization.
How exactly does this program work? Here’s how they approach the
program internally.

Monitoring and evaluation
It’s important to know where you’re starting from and where you’re
going. One of their first steps was contracting an external research
consultant to conduct a baseline study to help them understand
the key challenges of career velocity internally. They combined that
knowledge with existing data sets and anecdotal evidence to
clearly define what the goals of the program were.

Participant selection
The company decided to have sponsors self-select into the program
and for protégés to be nominated by the directors and HRBPs on
their team. Sponsors were paired with folks who were considered
high-performing, a member of an underrepresented group (defined
locally) and interested in participating in the pilot.

It was clear from
the start that
frequent program
iterations would
be part of this
pilot.

Training and enablement
While participants were excited, the team needed to make sure they
were well-supported and had clear expectations of what they were
supposed to be “doing.” All participants took part in onboarding, an
in-person kickoff day and multiple social events to help set the stage
for successful relationships.

Cross-team partnerships
Programs like this can be new to everyone involved – not just
protégés, but sponsors, too. The team partnered with HRBPs, the
learning and development team and other parallel business units to
ensure proper alignment and support.
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Ongoing support
To build on the momentum of kickoff day, the team provided
ongoing support through various channels, including 1:1 coaching,
Slack channels, group calls and subject-specific tutorials on relevant
topics such as navigating imposter syndrome and cultivating
psychological safety. Through this continued interaction with
participants, they were able to quickly learn what was working, what
wasn’t and what needed to be changed.

Frequent iterations
It was clear from the start that frequent program iterations would be
part of this pilot. The team was constantly in communication with
their participants and other stakeholders to understand how to best
optimize and scale the program as it developed.

Measuring success and impact
In the beginning phases, it’s important to track participant
engagement, including attitudes, behaviors and accomplishments.
As the program matures, you can start to look at the long-term
impacts in terms of improved employee tenure, increases in career
satisfaction and the expansion of professional networks.

“While there is no magic bullet that we, or
anyone else, know of, we found we can make
a difference if we expand our scope to the
entire employee lifecycle and make it a
cross-team effort.”
Head of Global Recruiting Operations
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For both sponsors and protégés, this was an opportunity to learn
from individuals they may not have otherwise had relationships
with and to develop new information pathways. And while that
isn’t always quantifiable, it can be incredibly beneficial for
improving trust and visibility throughout the company.

2

The Rooney Rule and structured hiring
While the methods discussed so far focus on creating an
inclusive environment for your current talent, companies should
also strive to make a continued commitment to diversifying the
hiring pipeline.
One tactic that the team is experimenting with is a version of the
Rooney Rule. This rule originated in the NFL, and requires teams
to interview at least one minority candidate for open head coach
and general manager positions. The team applied similar logic
to a pilot around several open positions, with the guidance that a
position will remain open until at least 25% of final candidates are
from URM.
While the company will always hire the most qualified candidate,
they also want to increase the opportunity for advancing their
diversity objectives. The accountability doesn’t stop there.
Teams must ensure that hiring managers are conducting
thoughtful, structured interviews and using fair evaluating
criteria. Teams are encouraged to include diversity among
interviewers as well.
A key differentiator of their hiring process for many roles is the
practical interviewing technique for evaluating potential versus
past experience. Using structured hiring’s predetermined
and consistent set of interview criteria helps mitigate bias by
assessing candidates on the practical components of the job.
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As customers of Greenhouse, this company
hiring process leverages structured hiring at
every touchpoint.
Structured hiring creates an efficient, fair and successful hiring
process that elevates the experience for everyone involved –
from talent acquisition professionals and hiring managers
to the candidates themselves.

The benefits of structured hiring
•

Mitigate interviewer bias by focusing interviewers on the
attributes required for the role

•

Enable consistent candidate evaluation for each part
of your process

•

Reduce redundancy in your assessments, as you can get
more information about each candidate in less time

•

Enable evidence-based decisions by creating more and
better data

Greenhouse’s three core
tenets of structured hiring
1

Define ideal candidates
based on business objectives

2
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Base hiring decisions
on data and evidence
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This process also goes hand-in-hand with unconscious bias
training. The team pairs the Rooney Rule paired with structured
hiring to create opportunity, to inject diversity of thought into the
hiring funnel and to encourage a deeper cultural change for hiring
decisions in their organization.
Measuring success and impact
Teams can measure success by setting predetermined, specific
goals (for example, to reach 25% URM candidates in the final
interview stage of an opening).

3

Skills-building workshops
Conducting internal workshops to augment people’s awareness
of the current level of inclusivity in the team and increase
understanding of what an inclusive environment looks like helps
move their current reality more toward the ideal state.
To start with, you need an internal champion who feels empowered
to dive deep into a topic that they are passionate about and use
their existing skills to develop the first iteration of content around
that specific topic. From there, encourage the concept of “train the
trainers,” where enthusiastic employees who have been through the
training volunteer to learn how to be a facilitator of the content.

“Even the most experienced managers and leaders
aren’t born with inclusive leadership skills. It’s up
to us to set expectations and enable our teams to
learn, practice and build this core skill set that
may be new or unfamiliar to them.”
Global D&I Business Partner
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Why look within your own company for content deliverers? Your
internal facilitators have insight into your company and can leverage
their understanding of the current landscape to tailor content to the
audience. Not only is this a great capacity-building mechanism, but
it can also be more cost-efficient than engaging external vendors.
These topic suggestions can help get you started building your own
inclusive, skills-building curriculum:
Psychological safety
Inclusion isn’t possible unless the environment to build on feels
safe. To ensure this keystone is in place, workshops should
deliver content that defines psychological safety and show how
to create teams that are psychologically safe, effective and
healthy. Psychological safety is a necessary and solid foundation
for discussions and real steps toward creating a more inclusive
workplace.
Unconscious bias training for hiring teams
It’s critical to build awareness around any unconscious biases
we may hold and ensure that they don’t manifest themselves in
actions or decisions made in day-to-day work – from hiring to team
event-planning.
Vision for inclusion
Workshops build empathy and help employees better understand
the perspectives of coworkers by listening to their experiences
and making space for conversations around their stories. Hiring
managers should be conducting thoughtful, structured interviews
and using fair evaluating criteria. Teams should be encouraged to
include diversity among interviewers as well.

Measuring success and impact
Here are three ways teams can measure success:
Measure participation by recording quantitative data on how
many employees participate in standalone workshops and
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measuring interaction with the content through other means,
such as onboarding materials and manager trainings.
Gather feedback by focusing on qualitative data through
surveys of workshop attendees.
Measure adoption by connecting with participants during
check-in moments post-workshop – are they putting what they
learned into practice?

4

Stay interviews
You may have heard of a stay interview in the context of
understanding what would make an employee remain with a
company. Expanding on this idea, try tailoring the stay interview by
honing in on a specific audience: URM talent. Data shows that URM
leave tech companies at higher rates than other demographics,
so while it’s important to conduct stay interviews with everyone
in your organization to retain all talent, consider prioritizing these
employees.

Data shows that URM leave tech companies
at higher rates than other demographics

While every individual’s experience in the workplace is unique, it’s
important to be aware of differences and dynamics that impact
certain groups. Understanding these key trends and drives around
retention, attrition, employee experience and inclusion is critical to
conducting a well-informed stay interview.
This type of interview is an opportunity to gain an accurate pulse
of what makes URM want to keep working for your company at the
present time. Consider this a strength of your current inclusivity
environment and aim to build on it even more. Conversely,
understand aspects of the environment that would make peopl
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consider leaving. Go into these conversations with the goal of
leaving with a set of key takeaways that the team can commit to
looking into and improving.
Need help getting started on conducting stay interviews?
Consider asking the following questions:
•

What would be the one thing that, if it changed in your current
role, would make you consider moving on?

•

What kind of work is meaningful to you?

•

What do you want to learn this year?

•

As your manager, what could I do more or less of?

•

What can we do to make your job more satisfying?

•

What can we do to support your career goals?

•

Do you get enough recognition? How would you like to be

recognized?
Retention rates differ among demographics and among companies.
It’s important to keep that in mind before diving headfirst into
analyzing answers. Remember to look at data across different

While every
individual’s
experience in
the workplace
is unique, it is
important to
be aware of
differences and
dynamics that
impact certain
groups.

groups to uncover trends. Also, ensure stay interviews are not
done in isolation – they are just one aspect of ongoing professional
development conversations.

Measuring success and impact
For the first year, teams can measure success by educating
managers. Managers can be taught how to do stay interviews and
integrate the findings into career conversations and development
plans. To ensure that stay interviews continue to happen regularly,
teams should hold their managers accountable through check-ins
and adoption surveys.
The aim is to track retention rates and compare them against
similar-sized companies in your industry.
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Learnings and
takeaways
This successful software company embraces
the fluctuating and inherently experimental
nature of striving to do more on the DE&I front
as an organization.
As these programs continue to be tested, rolled out, measured
and iterated upon across global teams, the DE&I team knows that
this is just the beginning.
Here are some important learnings from their journey so far:
Focus on building fundamentals in the first year. Do this
by gathering and managing data, building awareness and
relationships with executives, and helping teams understand
expectations around DE&I in the workplace.
Get buy-in for the “why” early, with the right stakeholders. Link
communication and accountability to these stakeholders through
consistent check-ins and action planning.
Build a team that can devote time and energy to help execute
strategies as a key to success. A significant level of collaboration,
partnership and support is needed when doing this for the first
time. Additionally, involving different parts of the respective
business unit, as well as support functions like recruiting and
HRBP, enables the conversation to exist beyond the DE&I team.
Any new program will surface uncertainty. Recognize that
implementing these DE&I tactics means folks will need more
support, so keep tailoring your approach with this in mind.
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Pulling DE&I data may be more complex than you think.
Throughout the process, recognize that ensuring data
accuracy will set the stage for realistic goal-setting and a true
understanding of the current state.
People tend to get very caught up in the data. While it’s an
important signal to be looking at and tracking consistently, it’s
not the end point. The end point is focusing on behavior change,
which requires constant engagement, realignment and
continued iteration.
Remember to start small. Try focusing on one actionable and
specific approach to implement in your own organization. See how
it goes, measure, learn and then iterate.
When it comes to DE&I initiatives, the business world is paying
very close attention and starting to take action. But a massive
overhaul of company culture or processes is not the only way
to create impactful change for employees. Even small tweaks
and adjustments can show your employees that your company
is stepping up to create a more diverse, equitable and inclusive
workplace.
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Greenhouse is the hiring software company.
We help businesses be great at hiring through
our powerful hiring approach, complete suite of
software and services, and large partner ecosystem –
so businesses can hire for what’s next.

To learn more, visit

greenhouse.io

